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Improving the Performance of Longwell 
Gob Gas Ventholes 

Objective Monitoring Venthole Production 

Provide longwall operators with an alternative strategy 
for placement of gob gas ventholes to improve gas 
production. 

d 

Longwall prductivity has been inueased by improve- 
ments in mining technology as well as by the * of 
larger panels. Unfortunately, with these productivity 
improvements and the mining of deeper, gassier coalbeds, 
methane gas emissions can become a problem. Increased 
methane gar emissions are a safety concern and can also 
reduce productivity when mining is halted to allow gas 
concentrations to decline to statutory levels. 
When ventilation alone is nDt suf&cient to control high 

levels of gas ern;SS;ons, methane drainage is often uscd as 
a supplementary cmtrol measure. Gob gas ventholes are 
the methane drainage method most often used on U.S. 
longwalls. The completion confgwation and spacing of 
the holcs on a longwall panel have generally been deter- 
mined by trial-and-error experimentation. Once a comple- 
tion wd~guration bas becn established, changes are rarely 
made. 

The absence of fundamental sc ienac  and engineering 
principles in the design and placement of gob gas vent- 
holes can cause diff~culties for mine operators when gas 
emissions innease because of a change in mine design or 
because variable geologic conditions are encountered. In 
an effort to improve on the trial-ad-error method of de 
signing and locating gob gas ventboles, the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines investigated the performance of such holes and how 
and why they work. 

Long-term gas production was monitored w 61 gob gas 
ventholes on 5 longwall panels in a mine operating in the 
Lower Kittanning Coalbed, Cambria County, P A  Analysis 
of these data and assodatcd drillin& completion, mining, 
and geologic information revealed that several factors 
idwnced gas production rates and cumdative volume. 

Low gas production was caused by drilling and complc- 
tion practices such as cementing the casing after holes 
were mined through and failing to isolate water-producing 
zones from the gob gas-producing zwes. Both of these 
practices resulted in the blocking of mining-induced frac- 
tures, which in turn impeded gar flow to the wellbore. On 
the positive side, gob gas veutholas on the ends of the pan- 
els generally produced the most gas, at the highest rates, 
for the longest time. 

The enhanced performance for holes at the ends of the 
longwall panels is thought to be rclated to the khavior of 
the overburden as it subsides into the mine void. Thc 
central part of the panel experiences maximum subsidence 
and is a zone of compression in the overburden (figure 1). 
M+-induced fracture permeability in the gob is reduced 
under these conditions, resulting in generally lower pro- 
duction rates for be  gob gas ventholcs. 

Conversely, the strata overlying the ends and sides of a 
panel are draped into the maximum subsidence zone with 
partial support provided by the surrounding pillars of the 
development entries. Because of this support, overburden 
strata at the ends and sides of the panel are in tension for 
some distance into the panel, which results in enhanced 
mining-induced fracture permeabity and, hence, thc high- 
er production rates observed for the centerline gob gas 
venthDIe5 at the ends of the panel. 
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